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Rank Abolished
For 7 0 Class
Consistent with the emerging progressive and liberal interaction
of students and faculty at the law center, the faculty, last week,
after taking the plunge to abolish ranking for the Class of 1970,
also agreed to issue an “accurate statement of the sense of the
faculty action.” The communique set forth, in full, below spells
out the scope of the new policy and the purported rationale behind
it. The communique, issued exclusively for the Law Weekly, has
not yet been approved by the faculty but was released with the
assent of the Administration.
The Law Weekly initially requested an unprecedented admission
to the August 20 meeting. This was denied by an 11-6 vote with
comments reported to run along the line of: “I wouldn’t let Scotty
Reston in . . . When is it ever going to stop!” As a compromise
gesture, however, the Faculty, for the first time, agreed to issue
a communique of the proceedings and discussion involving the
ranking question. Below is the draft released to the Weekly office
just prior to August 28 presstime.
August 28, 1969
The attached statement has not
been distributed to or approved by
the Law Center Faculty. It has
been reviewed by the administra
tion and is believed to be an ac
curate statement of the sense of
the faculty action. It is released to
the LAW WEEKLY for publica
tion in this sense in order to meet
its publication deadline.
Thomas C. Fischer

In a Faculty Meeting on Wednes
day, August 20, 1969, the following
decisions relating to the ranking of
law students in the classes of 1970
—Full Time and 1970 and 1971 —
Part Time were approved by the
Faculty.
1. Individual, numerical, sequen
tial ranking as it has previously
been applied to yearly and cumu
lative averages for law students in
the classes mentioned above will
be discontinued.
2. Such ranks presently indicated
on Law Center transcripts for
members of these classes will be
removed.
3. Law Center transcripts for
these classes will, in the future,
bear the cumulative average of
each student as computed at the
end of each Spring semester. In
addition, the average at which the
Georgetown Law Journal termi
nated its invitations for candidacy
for its 1968-’69 staff, in the Sum
mer of 1968, will be published on
each transcript.
4. Upon receipt of a signed writ
ten request from a student in one
of these classes requesting that a
specific person, law firm, graduate
school, government agency, et
cetera, properly designated on the
form receive a copy of his trans
script, the Law Center will issue
an appropriate record containing
the student’s grades and grade
average for the years in question,
including the information indicated

in Point 3, sentence 2.
5. In order that the Clerkship
and Fellowship Committees may
continue their outstanding work
the Registrar will make available
for the exclusive use of these Com
mittees a rough grade profile of the
classes mentioned above which will
indicate, in addition to Law Journal
candidacy averages, highest, medi
an, and lowest averages for the
classes in question. These Com
mittees are not to divulge or con
firm said profile information except
in the form of adjectival descrip
tions of the quality of a particular
applicant’s scholastic performance.
6. The Law Center will refuse
to divulge or confirm grade infor
mation which does not appear on
the transcript.
7. The action by the Faculty
was taken as an immediate step to
cure the inequities of the previous
direct, sequential, numerical rank
ing system and to publish in its
stead a reasonable quality factor
from which prospective employers
could judge the scholastic achieve
ment of individual students. Their
decision relates only to the classes
indicated and to the numerical
grading system now in effect for
those classes.
Reason for Action
RATIONALE: 1. On a previous

occasion, the Faculty voted un
animously to replace the direct,
numerical, sequential ranking sys
tem with a fairer system of scho
lastic evaluation. Their feeling was
that the direct, numerical, sequen
tial ranking system produced
meaningless distinctions between
individual students whose grades
would have placed them in the
same general category of academic
achievement.
2. It was felt that so long as
the present numerical grading sys
tem applied to the classes in quesContinned on Page 4
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Molleur
Resigns
The LAW WEEKLY inter
cepted the following Memorandum
at presstime, Friday, August 29:

INSTITUTE GETS GRANT
Georgetown University’s Insti
tute of Criminal Law and Proce
dure has received a $96,000 grant
to study the effect of a criminal
record on employment with state
and local governments.
The grant, from the U.S. Labor
Department, will provide for a 15month study of job practices of
every state, of cities over 50,000,
and of counties with more than
100,000 residents, according to
Institute Director Samuel Dash.
Six jurisdictions will be selected
for on-site interviews.
Professor Dash said more than
nine million persons are employed
by state, county and municipal gov
ernments. “Prohibiting or discour
aging a person with a criminal
record from holding such jobs ob
viously restricts his job opportuni
ties and has implications for the
larger society,” he added.
Method and Purpose

“We want to find out the actual
practices and the underlying legal
and policy assumptions on which
they are based,” Professor Dash
said. “Besides questionnaires, we
shall do in-depth interviews of per
sons, high and low, in and out of
government, who have anything to
do with existing practices.”
Individuals with criminal records
who work in public agencies also
will be interviewed. “We want to
find out their job opportunities in
government and how their criminal
records influence advancement,” he
explained.

Race as a Factor

One question to be explored is
the extent to which hiring policies
are racially motivated. Research
by the U.S. Civil Rights Commis
sion has revealed disproportionately
low ratios of employment for mi
nority and ethnic groups in several
metropolitan areas, Professor Dash
noted.
One of the project’s results, he
added, might be “to show to what
extent government is providing
leadership for the private sector in
hiring persons with criminal re
cords.”
The project also will draft model
legislation removing legal barriers
to hiring those with criminal re
cords.
Miller to Direct Program

Directing the project will be
Herbert S. Miller, Institute deputy
director, and a specialist in crimi
nal law. He was an attorney in
the U.S. Justice Department’s
criminal division before coming to
Georgetown in 1965. Research di
rector will be Stephen B. Rosen
berg, a political scientist and
lawyer.
The Institute, funded largely by
the Ford Foundation, has re
searched all parts of the criminal
justice system since its founding in
1965. Among areas studied have
been the impact of the Supreme
Court’s controversial Miranda de
cision and the rehabilitation of
criminal offenders.

New Look for Torts Class
By Stevenson More

Citing the fact that the student’s
fact-finding capabilities are so often
neglected in his legal education,
Professor Alan Schefflin has em
barked on an innovative and am
bitious program in his two firstyear Torts sections to somewhat

remedy the situation. Comparing
the program to a medical school’s
“handing the student a cadaver
when he registers for his first class”,
the Professor hopes that the clini
cal approach which he envisions
for his sections will produce a
Continued on Page 4

I have resigned my position as
Assistant Dean and Associate Pro
fessor of Law and will be leaving
the Law Center shortly.
To the extent that time and
schedules will not permit me to see
you each individually, I wish to
take this opportunity, insufficient
as it is, to thank you for your as
sistance, kind counsel, and patient
understanding. Please know that I
have valued this as a necessary
adjunct to my duties during the last
two years at Georgetown.
Thank you and goodbye.
Richard R. Molleur

NOTICE
All Student Law Wives are
cordially invited to attend the
Annual Fall Tea, September
28th, 2 p.m., New South
Faculty Lounge, Main Campus,
Georgetown University.

Apathy Hits
Naderism
by Preston Maxwell

The emerging clinical law pro
gram at Georgetown has suffered a
serious setback due to the apathetic
student response to the forthcom
ing seminar on “Lawyering in the
Public Interest.” The nature of the
course can be most succinctly de
scribed as “Naderism” and is to
be taught by Prof. Joseph Page,
himself a close friend and associate
of Ralph Nader, nationally known
crusader. Even though Page be
lieves this to be the first clinical
law program of its kind ever offered
for credit in an American law
school, only seven students applied
for admission into the seminar and
at least one of the seven has indi
cated that he might drop the course.
According to Page, “. . . it was
the kind of response one would
have expected ten years ago . . .
when I talked to some of the law
students from around the country
who arc “Nader’s Raiders,” they
were dumbfounded to learn that
only seven had signed up to do for
academic credit what they have
been doing as a labor of love all
summer. Incidentally, no student
from Georgetown Law Center, to
my knowledge, applied to work as
a “Nader Raider” which might tell
us something about the G.U. stu
dent . . . As far as I am concerned,
the student body is estopped from
protesting during the forthcoming
Continued on Page 4
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Letters To The
Editor:

Dear Sirs:
Ranking has been formally
Since this writer will probably be devoting a good part of his
abolished at Georgetown law cen
ter. At a faculty meeting held
editorial space during the forthcoming year to critical analysis of
August 20th. the faculty sounded
the many questionable virtues, actions and policies manifested and
the knell of the cushy practice of
propagated by the Law Center faculty and administration, it is per
most law firms by removing their
haps equitable that the first issue should examine some of the less
sole criteria for evaluating a law
noble attributes of the Law Center students. The target for this
graduate.
Ranking was abolished in recog
editorial has been prompted by the disgraceful response to the
nition of the fact that objective
clinical law seminar, “Lawyering in the Public Interest,” which is
quantifications can not be relied
being offered by Professor Joseph Page for the present academic
on as the single determiner of a
year.
person’s quality as a lawyer. Al
Throughout the duration of this writer’s Georgetown sojourn,
though there is nothing wrong with
ranking in itself, the utilization of
and reaching an apex following Ralph Nader’s Dialogue Day ad
this number by the majority of law
dress, student leaders have yammered at the Administration to give
firms is in direct conflict with the
the student body more relevant clinical law programs. So what
student’s growing desire for person
happens? The school offers one of the most potentially exciting
al evaluation. If a man falls in the
seminars in its curriculum, an institutionalized “Nadersim,” and
bottom half of his class, he is by
definition incapable of doing
only seven people apply.
“Dewey Ballantine” work.
When students were asked why they had not signed up, the most
Whole Record Evaluation
common response was that “it just seemed like too much work.”
This may, in fact, be true, but
Perhaps this type of remark most clearly shows why some of us are
with the abolition of ranking by
at Georgetown and not at Harvard. “Nothing good comes out of
the major law schools, Dewey Bal
nothing” . . . if we want to get something decent out of a course,
lantine will have to review an ap
Hey Sarge! It’s my grades from Georgetown
we’re going to have to put something decent into it.
plicant’s entire record to determine
. . . I made Law Journal
that. Grades will still be recorded
If we really expect for the educational establishment to take our
on the transcript and will probably
cries of student responsibility and activism seriously, then it is time
be the strongest factor in applicant
that we realize activism implies more than the mere negativism of
evaluation.
But under a non-ranked
protest. It also contains the positivism of constructive labor. The NO LO C O N TE N D E R E
system, the employer will be forced
criticism and the requests lead to the opportunity, but the oppor
to look at the whole record: the
tunity is a mockery if it is never utilized. We got our clinical law “Whatever Happened To Roscoe Pound” student’s particular achievements
and interests as reflected in the
program but it is completely worthless if no one participates.
by
Robert
Hodge
ruinations
of
guilt
or
liability.
The
subjects
he receives the highest
Perhaps the most telling indicia of the attitude and motivation of
It takes a lot of guts to enter Supreme Court has twice turned grades in and his extracurricular
the G.U. law student is not that only seven applied for the seminar
law school these days. It’s hard to
down (the Mora and Mitchellactivities.
“Lawyering in the Public Interest” but that the third largest seminar, explain to your friends at that uni- cases) petitions for certiorari which
A review taking into account all
in terms of applicants, is the study of African Law.
versity you came from. For some presented issues involving Vietnam, these factors can not help but rereason, they think you’ve sold out. Only legal issues are decided by suit in a more effective selection
MDG
They think you're on the way to a legal means. Courts have no au- process. Although the hiring firm
life of pimping for the Establish- thority to deal with social problems, may have to spend more time in
ment. Oh, they know you're here Those arc in the purview of the interviewing, presumably it will be
to make some money. But that’s legislature and executive.
used wisely to more closely aline
acceptable: everyone needs money F: Well it’s nice to see that you’ve
firm and the students objecto do his thing. They also can got those quaint old ideas about fives. A more personal review
understand that you came to find the virtues of legalism. All you should result in less of the^ top
out how things work, so you can have to do is read the newspapers law student s rejecting Wall Street
have a moderate degree of control to find out how political the legal firms f°r rnore relevant jobs and a
over your own political existence, system is. What about the People’s general awakening in the more enBut they keep pestering you: Park in Berkeley? What about the trenched bastions of the establishwhat
has law done for the nation’s man-in-the-housc rule in welfare merit to the needs of society,
Editor in Chief
Michael D. Gragert
ills recently? Isn’t it better to be- law? Why do Black Panthers get
Sincerely
Business Editor
Stephen H. Gore
come an organizer for a militant higher bail than convicted murFranchette D’Torque
group, or even a street person? In derers
in New York courts?
------------------------------———
Circulation Manager
Allen Kruger
response, you might point out some
My political science teachers in have his wrongs redressed no matof the landmark Supreme Court college taught me that legalism is ter what the wrong is and often in
decisions of late. You might indi- a strategy. Defuse whatever hot spite of the political atmosphere
cate the new Consumer Code. Or social claims arise by sending them outside the courthouse,
you might note that OEO has through the legal system. The more
But we’ve already seen that law
established a whole network of social and political issues that can as it is practiced isn’t very disinManaging Editor ................................................. Charles Goldman
legal assistance for the poor—Legal be ’’legalized’’ the better.
terested. There is a law for the
Services. Or you might point toWhich is perfectly acceptable if
rich, and another for the poor;
Associate Editors .................... Joseph Hagen; Martin McKernan
the court-made alterations in Gen- the legal system is responsive. If one for the assenter, another for
Feature Editors ............................ Robert Hodge; Robert G. Kocn
cral Hershey’s draft law which not. legal procedures are mere the dissenter; one for whites, anmake conscientious objection a shams which people grudingly go other for Third World peoples; one
News Editor .......................................................... Mary McGushin
viable alternative.
thru before they take to the streets, for normal citizens, another for
The dialogue continues:
£5: Wait a minute. I’m confused, freaks.
Friend:
What do you mean by “political”?
Law may be objective, however.
EDITORIAL STAFF
But what about Vietnam? Look F: Power, and the weapons of In its effort to be constant and preat the way the courts and the gov- numbers, influence, and disruption, dictable in its principles, the law
Productio. Editor ....................................................... Blair Lee IV
ernment are messing over poor peo- Redress is supposed to be a lot is usually way behind new social
Photographer ................................... .................... Robert Knisely
pie with that welfare law. Look more accessible thru the political facts. Look at the Brown decision
at
all the political prisoners this process than thru the legal system, and its aftermath: courts, lawyers
Contributors ........................ Adrian S. Fisher, A. Michael Knapp,
country now has behind bars or in But 1968 demonstrated how wrong and attorney generals are still
Rebecca Laird, Preston Maxwell.
exile. All these men (and women) that was. So. absent courts which arguing about the merits and deStevenson More
were convicted: why did the law listen to minorities, all we have is merits of the “freedom of choice”
let that happen?
the power of disruption.
plan. The legal approach is so
The G eonjctow n Law W eekly is published eleven times a semester. The views
ES
(Entering
student):
What
you
Law
is
based
upon
authority;
auobjective that it often fails to see
expressed herein are those o f the new spaper and do not necessarily reflect those
raise, of course, is not for the courts thority, in turn, is political power that in many areas, power and
of the student body, A dm inistration o r faculty unless otherw ise specifically stated.
to decide. All these problems are codified. Law is supposed to be benefits are maldistributed. Most
M ailing address: 506 E Street, N .W ., W ashington, D.C. 20001.
political questions, made prior to objective and disinterested. So that judges are unable to stomach the
or independent of any legal deter- a plaintiff can go into court and
Continued on Page 3
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Kolojeski Outlines S.B.A.
Goals To New Students
The LAW WEEKLY has asked
John C. Kolojeski, Student Bar As
sociation President, to extend a few
words of greeting to the incoming
GULC students and to briefly set
forth the goals and policies of his
organization for the new academic
year.

DEAN ADRIAN S. FISHER

Dean Welcomes Students
To An “Exciting” Year
Dean Adrian S. Fisher assumed
the leadership of G.U.L.C. only
three months ago, succeeding Paul
R. Dean who had held the office
for 15 distinguished years.
TO THE STUDENT BODY:

which has been made, the great
potential of Georgetown has not as
yet been fully realized. This sense
of impatience is also good because
it guards against complacency.

I am happy to have this oppor
tunity to communicate with the stu
dent body at the beginning of my
first academic year as Dean. But if
I were to attempt to outline a de
tailed program for the Georgetown
University Law Center after less
than three months on the job, I
would, at best, be presumptious,
and, at worse, fatuous. I do think
it is appropriate, however, for me
to give you some sense of the feel
ing of excitement and challenge
which I have experienced since
taking the office of Dean.
Since I have become Dean, I
have talked to a great many peo
ple connected with the Law Cen
ter— faculty, students and alumni—
and have detected two significant
attitudes held by almost all of them.
The first is that the Georgetown
Law Center during recent years
has made tremendous strides for
ward. This is good because it
shows a recognition that the Law
Center has about it a significant
sense of the future. I have further
detected a sense of impatience
that, notwithstanding the progress

There are of course many rea
sons for this great potential of the
Georgetown Law Center. One is
our location in the Nation’s capital,
which should make it possible for
Georgetown to truly become the
leader in legal education in the
field of public law. Another is the
interest of our faculty and our
student body in contemporary
social problems as well as the tra
ditional legal scholarship. A third
reason is the pioneering work
which the Law Center has done in
the field of clinical instruction in
the law, and which I hope it may
be possible to develop and expand.
Finally, the move to the new Law
Center building will enhance our
opportunities in the development of
new teaching techniques, particu
larly those foreseeable in audio
visual education, as well as provid
ing an improved atmosphere for
learning.
The years ahead should be stimu
lating and exciting, and I look for
ward to sharing them with you.

Law Center’s Potential

Dean Adrian S. Fisher

NOLO
Continued from Page 2
use of judicial power to correct
these imbalances.
ES: What you’re saying is that it’s
pretty hard to be an idealist and go
to law school. It’s hard to think
meaningful change will come thru
law.
F: That’s right. But lawyers aren’t
restricted to courtrooms. They
can use their training to become
organizers. They can advise exist
ing political movements as tech
nicians.
ES: But this leads nowhere. Even
tually you must give up the notion
of change thru law altogether. The
only way you can “use” the law is
to protect people from existing law,
and try to win a few victories while
your group is amassing political
power.
F: You should think about law as
a social institution. “Private” law
—contracts, torts, etc.—doesn’t
generate that much injustice. Urban

renewal, on the other hand, does
make people hot. Ordered change
thru law is based in a moderate
political position. And the offspring
of that philosophy—OEO, mass
transit systems, urban renewal, wel
fare—are not doing well. They are
producing untold injustices, and
permitting countless others. Soon
we will be down to 200 major cor
porations. And it is clear that cor
porations do not act in the public
interest. Police harrass and bru
talize citizens with impunity every
hour of the day.
ES: All this is pretty abstract.
What’s it got to do with the law?
F: Well, this is even more ab
stract. Ours is an increasingly tech
nological society, based on the ra
tionalization of functions in order
to achieve certain goals. A court,
when it reviews a statutef a statute
containing a plan), passes on the
rationality of that statute. What

On behalf of all of the elected
delegates of the Student Bar Asso
ciation, I wish to welcome the Class
of 1972, Full-time, and the Class
of 1973. Part-time, to the George
town Law Center.
If our little
“anti-orientation” program of Fri
day, August 29, has been a success
then the S.B.A. (its people, aims
and interests) should be reasonably
familiar to those First Year stu
dents who plan to play an active
role in the affairs of both the Law'
School and the community.
A brief four months ago, I put
into writing a platform of ideas,
some new and some merely reno
vated, which have come to be the
priorities of this student administra
tion. It is no secret that the S.B.A.
will support in any way it can the
community involvement programs
such as the Shaw Project, L.S.C.R.C.C., Legal Aid, the Free Uni
versity and other constructive com
munity efforts involving law stu
dents.
Support Activism

Within

the Law Center,

S.B.A. is counting on the assistance
of a few activist law students will
ing to agitate for certain necessary
reforms that will benefit both stu
dent and the Law Center as a
whole. I am speaking, principally,
about a plan to restructure the
Faculty Committees, particularly
Scholarship and Faculty Tenure, so
that students will have not only
equal representation but equal vot
ing power that should eventually
extend to the Executive Faculty
level.
Change in Grading

Of particular importance to the
Second and Third Year students
are, of course, the changes in grad
ing and ranking policy which have
been effective since the end of the
spring semester. I will briefly de
scribe the most recent developments
in those areas as well as my in
volvement in each.
1). At a meeting of the Execu
tive Faculty on April 26, 1969, the
"Three Plus Two” grading system
was approved and given immediate
effect for the Class of 1971, Full
time and its Evening Division coun
terparts. As recently as August 26,
the Faculty-Student Committee on
Academic Affairs, at the request of
several second students, reassem
the bled for the purpose of reviewing

INTERNATIONAL LAW JOURNAL
TO FILL SEVEN POSITIONS

DEAN A. MICHAEL KNAPP

Deltas # One
The E. D. White Senate, GULC’s
chapter of the Delta Theta Phi Law
Fraternity, has just won the Na
tional Outstanding Student Senate
Award at the national Delta Theta
Phi convention, held in Chicago
last week. In announcing the news,
Mike Knapp, Dean of the White
Senate, said that he had received
the news from Chip Gordy, the
Senate’s Tribune, by phone from
Chicago. The Outstanding Student
Senate Award competition included
all of Delta Theta Phi’s law school
chapters throughout the country.
Reason for Award

Asked what he thought clinched
the award for E. D. White Senate,
Dean Knapp said, “For one thing,
we were very active last year. The
luncheon with Senator Tydings
and the luncheon with Judge HalIeck contributed greatly to our pro
gram, and we were able to provide
the Brothers with quite a varied
schedule of professional, social,
and combined activities.” Another
factor which influenced the conven
tion’s choice was the booklet Dean
Knapp compiled and wrote listing
the fraternity’s distinguished broth
ers and introducing the fraternity
to prospective members. “Mostly,”
Knapp said, “we won because we
worked hard. Last year’s Dean,
Hal Wegner, did a great job of
organizing, and we had a few
really loyal Brothers who worked
to make our functions a success.”

Law and Policy in International
Business, the Law Center’s Interna
tional Law Journal, announced to
day at it will fill seven candidate
positions through a competition
open to all full-time second year
students. The number represents one
quarter of Law & Policy’s total
complement of second year candi
dates. Twenty-one were taken by
the journal in August through invi
tation based on academic standing.
Patrick Collins, editor-in-chief,
explained that the journal expects
to continue to fill approximately
one quarter of its annual candidate
requirement through the competi
tive method. This policy reflects
the assumption that a student’s
performance under the pressured
conditions surrounding first-year
examinations ought not to be the
only indicator of his legal writing
and analytical ability. This com

petition will allow a student to
prove himself and his talents
through the completion of a pub
lishable paper of Comment length
on topics to be assigned by the
Law & Policy editorial board.
Those papers selected will even
tually be published by the journal,
Collins said.
Those desiring to enter the com
petition must make application at
the office of Law & Policy before
5 p.m. Wednesday, September 10.
Subjects will be assigned on Sep
tember 11 and papers become due
Monday, October 6 at 5 p.m. All
writing submitted will become the
property of Law A Policy. Ap
pointments for candidacy as a re
sult of this competition will be an
nounced by mail.

In addition to the Senate award,
last year’s Dean Harold Wegner
was one of several Delta Thcts cited
for outstanding achievement na
tionally, and Dean Knapp received
recognition for his work on the
Delta Theta Phi booklet.
This year’s schedule is planned
to achieve a balance between pro
fessional and social functions, as
was last year’s, according to Dean
Knapp. “It’s the same formula,”
Knapp said, "and with a little luck
it will be as successful as last
year’s.”

courts consider "rational” often
conforms to the technological defi
nition of same—orderly, structural,
predictable. And this isn’t all bad:
after all, justice means, to a signifi
cant degree, replacing discretion
with impersonal standards.
Well, a lot of people think
democracy doesn’t square with this
Apollonian image. You need a bit
of chaos, some anti-structure, in
order to have the best mix. Instead
of having a welfare program en
forced by federal agencies accord

ing to federal standards, why not
give the money to the poor them
selves? For, just as the Vietnam
pacification experience demon
strated, the needs of the people as
defined by them are not the main
concern. The job is to “educate”
them into a mode of behavior
which conforms to your purpose,
be it establishing indigenous leader
ship or getting people off welfare
rolls and into scut-work jobs. This
has been called imperialism. What
ever it is, it isn’t democracy. And

the law condones it.
ES: But if this is the reality, why
bother to go to law school? Why
not spend all your time trying to
amass political power?
F: Hold it. You should think
about these issues yourself. Make
your own judgments. Be able to
tell your friends what you’re doing
that’s worthwhile.
ES: Then what are you doing,
friend?
F: Beats me. Just sitting around
waiting for the revolution, I guess.

Deadline for Applications

Additional Awards
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Continued from Page 1
variety of beneficial results.
The idea around which this new
approach revolves will be the di
vision of his sections into groups
of ten people—with each group
assigned to study and report on a
case which is still pending. Such
assignments will involve the close
scrutiny of all the aspects of the
litigation and various communica
tions with the different parties in
volved. In such a way the Profes
sor hopes to nurture the student’s
ability to gather pertinent informa
tion and determine just what is
important—a skill so necessary to
one in the legal profession.
Furthermore, the cases assigned
will all concern such things as
abuses by police authorities, the
testing of poisonous gases by the
armed forces, slum landlordism, the
liferation of data banks and credit
information centers—and the pospossibility of a tort remedy for any
one injured in any of these fields. In
dealing with these aspects of the
law the Professor hopes to develop
in his students an “awareness of
their duty, as lawyers, to the gen
eral public” and thus open to them
a whole new field in the legal pro
fession.

Continued from Page 1
is embarking on this new course—
perhaps the only one of its kind
offered to first-year law students
in the country—with a certain
amount of misgivings. He wonders
aloud how many students are
actually concerned to any great ex
tent with the public interest, and
how many will follow his course
with further studies in this area.
Nonetheless, Schefflin is determined
to give this innovative scheme a
try and hopes that he will be able
to kindle some interest in his stu
dents in this area.

tion, some assessment of general
scholastic
achievement
(which
could be computed by anyone hav
ing access to the transcript, ie„
yearly cumulative averages) should
be preserved. It was further felt
that some touchstone of quality
should be preserved and published
on the transcript to facilitate eval
uation of the cumulative averages
which were thus recorded.
Since anyone having access to
Georgetown transcripts on which
this touchstone was published
would have, in effect, knowledge of
this fact for all purposes, it was
decided that said touchstone should
appear on every transcript.

Same Workload

Professor Schefflin cautioned that
this aspect of his course will signal
no lessening in the amount of regu
lar work which will be required
from his students. He said that he
intends to devote just as much time
to the normal classroom procedures
and expects his students to produce
the same amount of work they
would if they did not have this
extra assignment.
Professor Schefflin feels that this
course will best serve both the stu
dents and the Law Center itself by
“developing techniques not nor
mally brought out in the class
room” and hopes to see it even
Anxiety About Success
tually become the rule rather than
The Professor confessed that he the exception.

WANTED: Female Law Student to share one bedroom Capitol Hill
apartment. Fully furnished, A /C , W/W carpet. Good neighbor
hood, $75 month plus utilities. If interested call Mike at 783-4310.
— Photo by Kniscly

Law Journal

My draft situation is pretty bad, Sam. Would you mind
if I rent my books on a monthly basis.

SBA
Continued from Page 3
some of the grading statistics result
ing from the application of the new
system of evaluation to the Class of
1971, Full-time. Statistically, the
data substantiated that overall there
was a proportionate distribution of
grades in the basic “three” cate
gories as the Committee had origi
nally hoped. At the same time,
there were also one or two appar
ent aberrations, or abuses, of the
system, something which had also
been expected.

resolved. They include: Whether or
not any form of ranking or class
analysis will be devised for those
classes which are affected by the
“Three Plus Two” evaluation sys
tem, and whether or not the new
grading system will be applied to
students now entering their third
and fourth years.
Curriculum change is another
bright area. G.U.L.C. will offer
several new “firsts” in seminar op
portunities this Fall. They include:
Prof. Bradley’s new approach to
the Corporate Seminar; Prof. Shu
man’s “Directed Study in Com
munity Development;” Prof. Bow
man’s Criminal Practice Seminar;
Prof. Page’s “Lawyering in the
Public Interest;” the Student-InCourt Project; plus hopeful last
minute additions including an In
ternational Law Reading Course
and a seminar in the spring con
ducted by civil liberties lawyer,
Philip Hirschkop.

The Faculty-Student Committee
felt that this data, which in itself is
not really conclusive of anything,
should not be made public for one
very good reason. The reason is
simply that by making available to
all, including employees, the per
centage of grade distribution, by
course and section, we would in
effect be disclosing information that
could very nearly rank each stu
dent now entering his Second Year.
This would be both regressive and
directly contrary to the expressed
The Law Center Faculty and Ad
desires of the vast majority of the
ministration, led by a handfull of
Class of 1971.
individuals who have spearheaded
2). On May 1, 1969, I intro the constructive committee work,
duced a resolution which would have proven that they are open to
have made the “Three Plus Two” suggestion and change. We need,
system applicable to the Class of above all, the co-ordinated efforts
1970, either immediately or in the of the new First Year students to
Fall of 1969. In addition, the reso complement the few activists in our
lution called for the abolition of Second and Third Year classes if
sequential ranking retroactive to we are going to continue to reshape
the academic year of 1967-68. By Georgetown.
a faculty vote, the entire resolution
Finally, the only way that we
was referred to the Committee on
Curriculum and the Subcommittee can all find our roles in the revolu
on Academic Affairs for a recom tion is to come together and rap
mendation at the end of the sum about it. The S.B.A. door will be
mer. On August 20, 1969, the wide open this year. Walk in, call
Executive Faculty unanimously ap me or anyone else, and we’ll even
proved the recommendation sub tually come up with something
mitted by the joint Committees concrete and innovative.
which urged the termination of the
sequential ranking system as it af
fected the Class of 1970, Full-time, ATTENTION:
and the Class of 1970 and 1971,
The Law Weekly needs photog
Part-time.
raphers
urgently. Cameras and film
Issues Unresolved
will
be
provided.
Leave name and
There are still several important
phone
number
in
“W” box in
issues, in the area of grading and
ranking, which have not as yet been Registrar’s Office.

The use of the Law Journal
average as the appropriate touch
stone was governed by the fact that
it reflected a measure of excellence
widely accepted in the legal com
munity.- In addition, it was dis
covered that the alternate proposed
guidelines did not materially affect
the results.
It was felt that the important
work of the Clerkship and Fellow
ship Committees—which turns
heavily on academic achievement
—would be impossibly inhibited if
those Committees were denied rea
sonable data to aid them in prop
erly evaluating and recommending
students for placement in these two
capacities. Therefore they were
given access to special ranking in
formation stipulated in Point 5
above, so long as this information
does not become public knowledge
and is not reported in other than
adjectival terms.

PAGE
Continued from Page 1
year the relevance of the curricu
lum and other related issues . . .
They put me in an embarrassing
position because I go before the
faculty to get approval and then
discover, to my amazement, that
there is no interest.”
Page, a Harvard law graduate
and one of the “bright lights”
among the younger faculty mem
bers, has been a consistent sup
porter of student activism and in
terests at the Law Center. Thus
the turnabout lack of student par
ticipation in a program especially
designed to meet supposed student
desires appears to be especially
vexatious and frustrating to the
young Professor.

NOTICE
This is to notify anyone in
terested in obtaining a parking
place on the public lot at Sixth
and E Streets, N.W., at a re
duced monthly rate to please
contact Mrs. Innes in Dean
Molleur’s office on or before
September 10, 1969.

